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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we complete an execution investigation from a probabilistic point of view to present the 

EDHVW techniques expected exhibitions and impediments. At that point, we propose a new broad error diffusion 

based halftone visual watermarking (EDHVW) strategy, Content aware Double-sided Embedding Error Diffusion 

(CaDEED), by means of thinking about the normal watermark unraveling execution with particular substance of the 

cover pictures and watermark, diverse commotion resistance capacities of different cover picture content and the 

diverse significance levels of each pixel (while being seen) in the mystery design (watermark). To show the adequacy 

of CaDEED, we propose CaDEED with desire requirement (CaDEED-EC) also, CaDEED-NVF&IF (CaDEED-N&I). 

In particular, we manufacture CaDEED-EC by just considering the normal exhibitions of particular cover pictures and 

watermark. By receiving the commotion perceivability work (NVF) and proposing the significance factor (IF) to 

appoint weights to each inserting area and watermark pixel, separately, we construct the particular technique CaDEED-

N&I. In the investigations, we select the ideal parameters for NVF furthermore, IF through broad examinations. In both 

the numerical and visual examinations, the exploratory outcomes exhibit the predominance of our proposed work. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays, Digital video is one of the popular multimedia data exchanged in the internet. Commercial on the 

internet and media require protection to enhance security. The 2D Barcode with a digital watermark is a widely 

interesting research in the security field. In this project we proposed a video watermarking with text data (verification 

message) by using the Quick Response (QR) code technique. The QR Code is prepared to be watermarked via a robust 

video watermarking scheme based on the SVD and DWT [5]. In addition to that logo (or) watermark gives the 

authorized ownership of video document. In this project mainly two processes, first embedding where original video is 

watermarked with verification message. Second, extracting process where embedded logo and verification is retrieved 

from the watermarked video. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Yuanfang Guo et al. [1] analyzed the expected performances and limitations of the EDHVW methods. Based 

on the analysis, we proposed a new general EDHVW method, Content aware Double-sided Embedding Error 

Diffusion, via considering the expected performances which is affected by the content of the cover images and 

watermark (secret pattern), the different noise tolerance abilities of different cover image content and the different 

importance levels of different pixels (when being perceived) in the secret pattern. To demonstrate the effectiveness of 

the proposed CaDEED, CaDEED-EC and CaDEED-N&I are proposed. CaDEED-EC considered the expected 

performances only. CaDEED-N&I exploited more by adopting the noise visibility function [47] and proposing the 

importance factor (IF) for different watermark pixels. In the experiments, the validation tests for CaDEED-EC and 

CaDEED-N&I were performed first. Then, after selecting the optimal local region sizes for CaDEED-N&I, extensive 

comparison tests were carried out. The performances were not only measured by the existing PSNR, SSIM and CDR 
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measurements, but also measured by our proposed measurements, NTPSNR and CB-CDR, to further illustrate the 

significance of the proposed method. Both the numerical and visual comparisons indicated that our proposed work 

outperforms the classical and latest EDHVW methods. 

 

Jantana Panyavaraporn et al. [2] Digital watermarking is a technique of hiding information for copyright 

protection and authentication. In this paper, an invisible digital watermarking algorithm on Discrete Wavelet Transform 

(DWT) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) domains is presented. Herein, a binary watermark image was embedded 

in the middle sub-band coefficients of a video stream. The experimental results of proposed algorithm indicates that the 

PSNR values of the watermarked videos were as high as almost up to 37 dB with the optimal watermarking strength. 

The proposed algorithm was proven robust against HEVC stream compression. It is hence anticipated that it could be 

effectively applied for copyright protection and authentication. 

 

Md Shahid et al. [3] describe a pilfered duplicate of a digital video would be easily disseminated to the global 

audience because of the rapid high-speed internet. Due to impeccably replicable nature of digital video, numerous 

unlawful duplicates of the original video can be made. A video can undergo several intentional attacks like frame 

dropping, averaging, cropping and median filtering and unintentional attacks like the addition of noise and compression 

which can compromise copyright information, thereby denying the authentication. Hence techniques are needed to 

secure copyrights of the proprietor and counteract illegal copying. One of the techniques is Video Watermarking 

strategy for concealing some sort of information into digital video sequences that are orders of successive still frames. 

In this paper, we study properties of video watermarking, the arrangement of computerized video watermarking 

systems, watermark attacks, its applications, issues and challenges for video watermarking. At last, we propose some 

future research directions. 

 

Pragya Agarwal et al. [4] describe LWT (Lifting Wavelet Transform) and SVD (Singular Value 

Decomposition) is used to design a video watermarking technique. The video is divided into different scenes, and the 

last frame of each scene is selected for embedding watermark. A gray scale watermark is selected for this purpose. I 

have used Histogram Difference Method for dividing the video into scenes. Each RGB video frame is converted into 

YCbCr format, and then luminance part (Y) is taken for inserting the watermark. The LWT is applied on Y component 

of the video frame to decompose it into four sub parts (LL, LH, HL, HH). Then SVD is applied on the LL sub part 

which decomposes it into U, S, and V components. Finally watermark is also decomposed using SVD to get Sw, Uw 

and Vw. Then S component of the cover video frame is modified using Sw component of the watermark to embed the 

watermark in the cover frame. Then Inverse SVD and Inverse LWT are applied to get the final watermarked video 

frame. The Imperceptibility and robustness of the watermarking method is checked by applying some intentional 

attacks on the watermarked video frame. The results of the scheme are also compared with other existing video 

watermarking techniques to prove that the proposed scheme works better than other existing video watermarking 

schemes. 

 

Venugopala P. S. et al. [5] describe digital video is one of the popular multimedia data exchanged in the 

internet. Due to its perfectly replicable nature many illegal copies of the original video can be made. Methods are 

needed to protect copyrights of the owner and prevent illegal copying. A video can also undergo several intentional 

attacks like frame dropping, averaging, cropping and median filtering and unintentional attacks like addition of noise 

and compression which can compromise copyright information, thereby denying the authentication. In this paper, the 

design and implementation of scene based watermarking where extraction will be a blind method, is proposed. The 

developed method embeds 8 bit-plane images, obtained from single gray scale watermark image, into different scenes 

of a video sequence. In this algorithm, some of the luminous values in the video pictures are selected and divided into 

groups, and the watermark bits are embedded by adjusting the relative relationship of the member in each group. A 

sufficient number of watermark bits will be embedded into the video pictures without causing noticeable distortion. 

The watermark will be correctly retrieved at the extraction stage, even after various types of video manipulation and 

other signal processing attacks. 
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Iwan Setyawan et al. [6] propose a content-dependent spatio-temporal watermarking scheme for digital 

videos. Content dependency is achieved by incorporating the hash of the video sequence into the watermark. The video 

sequence is treated as a 3-dimensional spatio-temporal signal for the purposes of video hash computation and 

watermark embedding and detection. Our experiments show that the video hash algorithm has good discriminating 

power and robustness against various attacks. The watermark is also shown in the experiments to have good robustness 

against a variety of attacks, in particular when the watermark is copied from one video sequence to another. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In the beneath engineering chart portrays client give his information video record, content information and 

security enter for concealing information into Video. The procedure of framework is to gather essential contribution 

from client and encode the information into Video and Generate Watermark Video Similar to Input Video. At the point 

when client needs to unravel it then client needs to give watermark video record and security key which is as of now 

utilized for encoding process. Framework approves watermark video and security key of client and disentangle the 

message from the video which is called as extricated information from the video. It is more secure. 

 
Fig 1: System Architecture 

 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

 

S= {I, P, O} 

I= Input, P=Process, O= Output 

 

I= {I0, I1, I2, I3} 

I0= Provide logo to embed 

I1= Provide video in .mpeg format 

I2= Provide text to be hide in video 

I3= Provide encryption key K₁₂₈ 
 

P= {P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} 

P0= Encrypt the text using AES algorithm 

P1= Create QR code of encrypted text {P0…Pn} 

P2= Extract frame from video {f0…fn} 

P3= Find I frame to embed logo 

P4= Hide data in I frame 

P5= Extract logo and text from video  
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O= {O0, O1} 

O0= Secure text message (m) 

O1= logo hidden in video (l) 

 

 
Fig 2: Venn diagram 

 

V. RESULT 

 

In proposed system, experiment needs to extract frames from video and get processed DCT and SVD 

algorithm to watermark the image with video. Frame extraction process needs time in seconds and it’s totally depends 

on frame rate of video taken as input. 

 
Fig 3: Frame Rate 

 

In our method, first select I frame for the GOP. The Fist frame of any group is I-frame and every 0.5 seconds I 

frame appears. The some of the video quality measurement has been illustrated in the figure 3. The video quality 

factors MAE, MSE, RMSE, and NCC other quality measurement are observed. The video quality of the proposed 

method has been completed, which is better than the most cases compared to the existing methods. 

 

 
Fig 4: Comparison of Various Quality Measurements of Cover Frames with Watermark Image 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 

This procedure has achieved the improved imperceptibility and security watermarking. In this QR code 

encoding process and get incredible displays. In the essential procedure watermark was embedded in the slanting part. 

Of course introducing texts in the QR code picture. In this manner, the double strategy given two check details. The 

logo is found safely in the QR code picture. This strategy is advantageous, possible and for all intents and purposes 

utilized for giving copyright insurance. Test results show that our system can achieve tasteful certain solidarity to video 

getting ready. This strategy has accomplished the enhanced dependable and secure watermarking. In this QR code 

encoding process and accomplished best exhibitions. In the primary technique watermark was in construct in the 

dimensional component. What's more, the opposite side instant messages in the QR code picture. In this way, the 

double procedure given two verification points of interest. The logo is found securely in the QR code picture. This 

method is advantageous, achievable and for all intents and purposes utilized for giving copyright assurance. 

Exploratory outcomes demonstrate that our technique can accomplish adequate certain power to video handling. 

 

FUTURE SCOPE 

 

In future, this system to increase efficiency of system audio files can also add in videos. 
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